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ABSTRACT
In-situ sampling, characterization and quantification of colloidal aggregates and flocs in ambient water is complex but
needed in order to understand their role in development and maintenance of moving fluid muds, muck, bottom boundary
lutocline layers and nephelometric interfaces in aquatic systems. These bottom boundary interfaces and associated
processes contribute to sedimentation, particle deposition and resuspension of total particulate matter and associated
nutrients. Increasing the scientific understanding of the above requires advances in environmental sensing
instrumentation (passive and active) to successfully understand these aquatic interfaces. Standalone in-situ sensors that
automatically perform multiple steps including sampling, separation, and detection have the potential to greatly advance
analytical science. A new in-situ multispectral optical camera system for environmental monitoring and surveillance of
delicate flocs and related aggregate structures is described. Results of the system show that flocs - 0.1 mm –10.2 mm
diameter (mean diameter of 2.77 mm), with a variance of 5.952 mm and a median effective cross-section area of 30 mm2
can be measured using the passive multispectral optical imaging system. The system is lightweight, compact and suitable
for shallow or deep water deployment. When combined with fixed station acoustic echogram instruments, nephelometric
(turbidity) waves can be easily observed. Time sequential analysis of imagery allows the system to be used as an optical
particle velocimetry system (OPVS). Initial shallow water testing resulted in Lagrangian particle velocities of 0.3 to 3
cm sec-1 to be measured. Similar results were obtained from an acoustic velocity current meter (MAVS3) and a Marsh
McBirney 201D electromagnetic current meters. When combined with results from direct methods using sondes for
estimating sediment mass fluxes, the combined systems provide data necessary for sediment and water quality modeling.
The new optical sensor system will help address analytical needs reported in past studies and provides a new standard
method and protocol for measuring the movement of sediment and particulates in the aquatic bottom boundary layers.
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hyperspectral, lagoons, estuaries, water quality, water monitoring, coastal ocean, environmental surveillance, optical
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noncontact sensing, video analysis, subsurface probes.

1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Background
Marine flocs and colloidal aggregates has been previously studied by Gibbs, 1983 where he demonstrated flocs and
coagulation of minerals begin at salinities as low as 0.5 to 1 practical salinity units (psu) or ppt in natural waters. In 1970
Gibbs published his paper concerning world water chemistry and demonstrated the important role of how salts and
minerals in water from different origins can be described. His basic model and research demonstrated the importance of
natural occurring flocs and colloidal aggregates in not only marine but freshwater systems, where salts and minerals in
rainwater contribute to the coagulation (flocculation) process that begins in near surface waters after rainfall events. Insitu sampling of flocs cannot be accomplished with traditional sampling techniques such as Niskin bottles3 or pumped
samples. These fragile aggregates are best considered to be similar to “snowflakes”. They break under the influence of
rapid pressure changes and water movement that accompanies Niskin water samplers and the pumping of water.
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Thus, those interested in studying these naturally occurring precursors to the buildup of fine grain mud and muck in
rivers and estuaries have resorted to various imaging or optical methods and associated image processing techniques that
make use of multichannel camera systems4,5. An advantage of imaging systems includes the ability to characterize the
size and shapes of the marine snow - colloidal particle aggregates5. Flocs imaged in water from water environments have
been shown to have size ranges from ~ 0.1 mm to over 2 mm5. In many cases micro flocs coagulate, consolidate, and
interact in a flocculation process that produces larger flocs and colloidal aggregates (several loosely combined flocs).
The result is the creation of mixed sediment flocs and suspensions - a combination of organic matter and small inorganic
particulates. These aggregates can remain in suspension until they settle to the bottom boundary lutocline. These settled
mud particles in aquatic systems can be easily resuspended and entrained back into the water column before natural
dewatering of the surface muds occurs. Once natural dewatering occurs, the individual flocs and aggregates can no
longer be distinguished and become a major component of cohesive bottom sediments. The dewatering or consolidation
rates of the flocs, their deposition, and erosion can depend upon the electrostatic charges, biogenic coatings, salinity,
minerals (in rain and freshwater), turbulent shear stresses, velocity gradients in the bottom water, and differential
settling6,7,8. Sediments remobilized from the bed and “algae” flocculate and form biotic-abiotic aggregates9. These
aggregate characteristics change with algae type and environmental conditions such as turbidity, the type of sediment
(anoxic or oxic), minerals, and the structure of the fine sediment particles and algal species. The resulting flocculation
and aggregates in turn affects the underwater light climatology and light obscuration in the bottom boundary layer9
within submerged vegetation canopies. The spectrum of this underwater light field is critical to the functioning of
ecologically important submerged vascular plants. Verspagen, et al., 2006 showed aggregation with clay particles caused
sedimentation of Microcystis spp. cyanobacteria species, thus demonstrating the interplay between these sediment
particle movements and population dynamics of Microcystis strains10 with varying “stickiness”.
In-situ collections of colloidal aggregates and flocs can be made using different sediment traps and passive sondes11,12. In
fact, they are the only means that allow researchers to collect direct in-situ fluxes (g m2 day-1) of the horizontal and
vertical (sinking or resuspended) aquatic snow13,14,15,16 that makes fluid mud and muck. Laboratory floc motion (stirrers)
and movement observations and recirculating annular flume experiments provide valuable flocculation process data5.
The new in-situ multispectral imaging system described in detail below also provides in-situ particle motion in terms of
their horizontal floc movement in the bottom boundary layer. In essence, it is also an “optical particle velocimetry
system” (POVS) that also provides individual size information concerning micro flocs and colloidal aggregates.

2. TECHNIQUES & METHODS
2.1 Study areas for testing the floc & particle velocimetry system (OPVS)
Figure 1 shows a satellite image of the study for testing. The locations are in Indian River Lagoon, Florida where four
transects and stations for in-situ data and imagery (surface & subsurface) was collected near Sebastian Inlet (middle
image). Transects across the Intracoastal Waterway (ICW) were selected based upon a monitoring project related to a
recent maintenance dredging project funded by the Florida Inland Navigation District (FIND). Data from transect 2 are
reported in this paper. The second area is in Palm Bay (right image). Three stations located within the highlighted box
were sampled for flocs and measurements of muck depths using a sludge judge. The Palm Bay area is shown using a
recent multispectral (R,G,B) Pleiades satellite image with 2 m spatial resolution that was acquired on June 22, 2015.
2.2 Design characteristics of the new multispectral optical particle velocimetry system (OPVS)
The in-situ camera system can be oriented in a vertical or horizontal position with a digital multispectral camera that
views an encased glass optical waveguide. The waveguide is approximately 20 cm in dimeter with approximately 100
light emitting diodes (LEDs) secured to the edge of the glass plate as depicted in Figure 2. The light from the LEDs enter
the glass light guide and produce a uniform “upwelling” light field that is viewed by a digital multispectral camera. The
glass surface can be coated with a white antireflective material in order to obtain a desired spectral response. A
multispectral digital camera or a hyperspectral imaging camera is mounted in a manner to view the glass plate as
depicted in Figure 3. The cameras are carefully focused to view particles passing across (but very close) to the glass
plate. Figure 3 shows the internal components for the subsurface illumination system located within a watertight case.
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ODIS Aqua imag
ge (left) of Spacce Coast Floridda near Cape Caanaveral (Augusst 24, 2015). Thhe southern studdy area is
Figure 1. MO
outlined in whhite box within the
t left image. The
T southern stuudy area is show
wn (center) with a multispectral satellite image (courtesy
Digital Globe)) and transects where in-situ, subsurface,
s
and surface data weere collected froom February thrrough August, 2015.
2
The
study area is along
a
the Atlantiic coast of Floridda, south of the Sebastian Inlet and
a north of the Wabasso Floridda causeway shoown south
of transect 1. The
T second stud
dy area (outlinedd in yellow) is within
w
Palm Bay, Florida (right im
mage) outlined within
w
a Pleiades satellite
image acquired June 22, 20115.
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white anti-refllection coated gllass plate is imaged as flocs move across the muultispectral camera’s field of vieew. A hyperspecctral linecamera can is used to perform
m spectral imagiing of the flocs and colloidal particles as they move across a 1-D hyperspectrral sensor
array within thhe field of view of a Peltier coolled hyperspectraal line camera (inndicated by the vertical line). LE
EDs can be seleected with
specific spectrral features along
g with the glass coating in order to provide a dessired spectral illuumination field for
f spectral imagging.

o the digital multispectral
m
b
bands
are show
wn system in Figure 3 (leftt). The currentt system
Spectral respponse curves of
consists of a high definitio
on video camerra system withh low light level sensitivity. Using precise focal plane foocusing flocs and parrticles are track
ked as they moove across the illuminated ligght guide. The video sequencces can be indiividually
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analyzed in order to calculate individuall floc sizes, paarticle velocitiees and directioonal movemennts (x,y,z) in a moving
lutocline, or nephelometric
n
layer in the water.
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malized spectral response curvess (left) of the muultispectral cameera used to test the
t in-situ subsuurface spectral im
maging of
Figure 3. Norm
flocs. The submersible floc caamera system is depicted (right) showing the com
mponents contaiined within a waatertight submerssible case
ospheres (39 m). The system cann image verticallyy or horizontallyy when deployedd at the water boottom.
for deploymennt up to 3.8 atmo

The subsurfaace active-passsive sensing system
s
can be oriented to view horizontall or vertical movements
m
(sppeed and
direction) off particles and colloidal asseemblages as inndicated in Figgure 3 (right). The frame ratte (30-120 Hz)) can be
increased or decreased acccording to flow
w conditions. Because of thhe possible turrbid conditionss in lutoclines and the
mobile fluid mud layer, th
he active light source intensiity can be adjuusted as necesssary. Instead of
o using backsscattered
light, the paarticle assemb
blages are vieewed using thhe forward ligght level illum
mination systeem. This reduuces the
backscatterinng effects used
d in existing suubmerged imagging systems. Thus the forw
ward scattering portion of thee volume
scattering phhase function of
o water is ussed to illuminaate particles. This
T
reduces light
l
scatteringg effects that typically
t
degrade subssurface particlee detection. Figgure 4 is a speectral (normalizzed) response curve of the illlumination fieeld using
the LEDS annd light guide.. Viewing the illumination area
a
without thhe source swittched on, allow
ws one to meaasure the
spectral intennsity of the dow
wnwelling lighht field and cann be used to callculate a reflecttance of the naatural floc partticles.
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Figure 4. Thee spectral response curve of thee LED light guiide after the acttive light passes through the annti-reflective coaated wave
guide within the
t underwater housing.
h
The measured
m
signatuure was obtainedd with a SE590 high radiometriic sensitivity annd narrow
band solid staate spectrograph
h at the height above the lighht guide where the spectral caamera collects imagery
i
of the colloidal
particulates.
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Figure 5(A) shows the actu
ual subsurface camera system
m (left) and cam
mera calibratioon targets used for focusing and
a pixel
size calibration before deplloyment. Calibrration targets are
a used for foccusing adjustm
ments shown in Figure 5(B, C, D).

Figure 5. Imagge showing the floc
f multispectraal camera system
m (A) and camerra calibration tarrgets used for focusing the cameera before
deployment frrom a vessel (im
mages B, C, D) and for determ
mination of effective pixel size resolution
r
whenn viewing the illluminated
circular LED light
l
guide.

3.. RESULT
TS
3.1 Multispeectral Camera
a System
Subsurface liight seen abov
ve the water suurface shown inn Figure 6(A) during a Wabbasso, Florida deployment
d
onn August
2015 at transsect 2. In-situ subsurface
s
Nepphelometric (tuurbidity wavess) were captureed by viewing the submersedd system
as indicated in Figure 6(B) by a cameraa located just below
b
the wateer surface, butt above the system. A fixed location
acoustic imagge (echogram) taken at 455 KHz
K during a ~30
~ second scaan period is shoown in Figure 6(C)
6
and also indicates
i
the near botttom Nephelom
metric waves in at the edge off the ICW. Thee water depth in the channel was 3-4 meters. Tidal
currents movved onto the mo
ore shallow baank (2.5 m) outtside the channnel where the caamera was possitioned.

ge (A) showingg the submergedd multispectral floc
f
camera systtem position annd underwater light field.
Figure 6. Aboove surface imag
Subsurface im
mage (B) of the illlumination area using an indepeendent multispecctral camera locaated below the water
w
surface inddicates the
presence of neear bottom nephelometric wavess at the top of thhe moving lutoclline. Acoustic ecchogram (C) takken with a 455 KHz
K fixed
location (yelloow line) downsscan acoustic faanbeam. The ecchogram also reecorded the preesence of turbiddly waves in thhe bottom
boundary layeer.
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Figure 7 wass taken with thee floc camera during
d
deploym
ment. The partiicles are air buubbles on the im
mage plane. Thhe image
has been histtogram equalizzed and demonsstrates the ability of the cameera system to reesolve small paarticles.

Vb.

a
during deployment of the
t floc camera system. Small bubbles
b
are obseerved as the systeem enters
Figure 7. Multtispectral mage acquired
the water. Thee same image (right) is a contrast stretched imagge of bubbles at the
t surface of thhe circular LED light
l
guide. The ability to
discriminate sm
mall particles su
uch as bubbles alllows for independent particle siize calibrations

Using an im
mage processing
g approach witth focusing uppon the light guide
g
plane, onnly particles annd assemblagees on the
circular lightt guide surfacce are “in focuus” and used to determine particle
p
sizes and particle velocity
v
distribbutions horizontal sppeed and direcctions (in the x,
x y plane). Thhese are reportted as probability density fuunctions for (a)) size of
flocs, (b) moovement and (cc) direction. Paarticles are exclluded from thee analysis if theey move out off focus and/or particles
cross paths. A frame rate of
o 30 HZ or higher
h
with cloose proximity sensing
s
and hiigh spatial resoolution imaginng of the
D glass wave gu
uide allows paarticles to be trracked as they pass across thee light guide. Very
V
small parrticulates
circular LED
and flocs are resolvable sim
milar to system
ms reported by Manning
M
and Dyer,
D
2000 andd Manning, et al.
a 2011.

Figure 8a. Enhh
anced multispectral image (uppper left) showinng the contrast between flocs. Flocs and estim
mated effective floc
f
sizes
(lower left) arre indicated witth effective flocc diameters show
wn in mm. The area within thee yellow area iss shown to the right and
suggests a collloidal aggregatee of connected floocs.
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Effective parrticle size distriibutions suggest the size distrributions follow
w the exponenntial distributionn for floc effecctive
cross-sectionnal diameter (K
KS <0.001), N=
=33). The floc effective
e
diameeters at stationn TCB1 in Palm
m Bay were 0.11 mm –
10.2 mm withh a mean diam
meter of 2.77 mm,
m variance off 5.952 mm. Thhe median effective cross-secction area of ~330 mm2
is shown in Figure
F
8 wheree floc cross-secctional areas aree shown in term
ms of probabiliity distributionns (CDF’s or PD
DF’s).

(
and (PDF-right)
(
of floc
fl cross-sectionnal areas obtaineed from the mulltispectral
Figure 8b.Measured probabilitty distributions (CDF-left)
camera system
m

The in-situ camera
c
can be operated as ann “optical parrticle velocimetry imaging syystem” (OPVS) and was depployed at
transect 2 onn the west sidee of the waterw
way on Augusst 10-11, 20155. The system was deployed at the same height
h
as
passive horizzontal passive sondes12 that measure the mass
m
flux (g cm
c -2 sec-1). Tw
wo MAVS3 acooustic velocityy current
meters were deploy at the same
s
location. Results from the test deployyment with foccal focusing uppon the top of the
t LED
wed for comparrison to a MAV
VS3 and Marssh McBirney ellectromagneticc current meterr (201D)
circular lightt source, allow
system. Resuults suggest waater and particcle velocities are
a in reasonabble agreement (see Figure 9)). The electrom
magnetic
MB201D inddicated velocities just near 0.25 cm sec-1. The
T acoustic velocity
v
MAV33’s indicated velocities
v
centeered near
1.5 cm -2. Alll 3 systems opeerated simultanneously and ressulted in similaar values as shoown in Figure 4.
The system shown in Figu
ure 5 is currenntly being moddified to simulltaneously meaasure hyperspeectral signaturees of the
particles and flocs with app
proximately 3 times
t
the spatiaal resolution inn order to resolve particles mooving with sizees on the
oximately 40 microns
m
in sizee. The particle spectral signattures producedd will be enablle one to
order of 0.044 mm or appro
detect particuulate composittion. The 3 bannd multispectraal video cameraa combined wiith a hyperspecctral imaging system
s
is
being develooped to utilizee optimized sppectral image data fusion methods
m
used in target deteection and reccognition
applications17.
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mparison between the floc cam
mera acting as an
a optical partiicle velocimetry system (OPVS
S) for estimatingg particle
Figure 9. Com
Lagrangian sppeed and (a) MAVS3
M
(modullar acoustic vellocity) current meter (right) and
a
(b) digital Marsh McBirnney 201D
electromagnettic current meterr. The OPVS daata analysis cann provide horizoontal particle annd floc velocitiess in terms of cuumulative
density functioons (CDFs) as sh
hown.

The two MA
AV3 3D acousttic current metters (see upperr right image) deployed duriing this deployyment period indicated
strong bounddary layer verttical velocitiess of several cm
m sec-1 at the western side of the waterw
way where watter depth
changed abruuptly. Other acoustic
a
imagerry showed whhat appeared too be wavelike acoustic backkscattering (buurst like)
bottom features (see Figuree 6 – C) occurrring in the bottoom boundary layer.
l
A 5 channnel acoustic im
maging sensingg system
was used to obtain images of the movingg turbidity wavves. The channnel at 455 KHZ
Z produced thee best resolutioon of the
moving turbiidity structuress at the top of thhe lutocline (seee Figure 6 - B and C) and juust above the flloc camera systtem.

4..0 SUMMA
ARY & CON
NCLUSION
NS
a initial depployment resultts from a new (in-situ) multtispectral
The researchh reported desccribes the desiggn, operation and
floc camera system. The sy
ystem is comppact and can bee deployed in shallow waterr or deep waterr aquatic habittats. The
system desiggn allows one to calculate thhe effective diaameter and crooss-sectional arrea of flocs annd colloidal agggregates
(loosely joinned flocs). Tim
me dependent analysis
a
of im
mage frames alsso allows the system to be operated as ann optical
particle veloocimetry system (OPVS) inn order to proovide velocitiees and directiion of movem
ment of the fllocs and
particulates. The system is being used in conjunction with
w fixed locatiion acoustic ecchogram recorddings and direcct in-situ
observations of horizontal moving fluid mud
m in term off mass flux (g m2 sec-1). Thee new instrumeent allows one to make
in-situ measuurements of flo
ocs at the top of the movingg lutocline andd can be used to
t measure nepphelometric (tuurbidity)
waves in the bottom bound
dary layer in naatural waters. The
T multispectrral bands used can be modifieed by deploym
ment with
different cam
mera systems and
a filters. Addditional reseaarch is being conducted
c
to attach
a
a line scanning
s
hyperrspectral
camera in ordder to provide compositionall information regarding the fllocs moving accross the LED circular wave guide as
well as modifying the illum
mination system
m for (a) pulsedd operation andd (b) narrow baand illuminatioon options.
In general, the
t camera sysstem representss a passive seddiment samplinng methodologgy needed to characterize
c
thee bottom
boundary layyer and transp
port of particullates in aquatiic systems. Thhe goal is to combine
c
the neew system witth direct
methods of sediment
s
fluxees12 and other surrogate acouustic and opticcal methods inn order to deveelop data for dredging
d
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related water quality and sediment transport modeling18,19,20,21 under different water wave conditions that influence the
bottom boundary layer21,22,32,24,25,26,27.
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